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HOME ELECTRIC POWER MEASUREMENT

OVERVIEW
Students will measure the time interval for one revolution of their home electric watt-hour meters for

various appliances.  From this they will calculate the power being used by each and the cost per hour.

CONCEPTS
• To promote conservation of energy sources it is important to know how much energy is used in

the house for heating, cooling, and other electrical appliances.

MATERIALS
• Home electric watt-hour meter
• Stopwatch or wristwatch with seconds hand.

PREPARATION
The teacher should make measurements and do the calculations at home before instructing students.

PROCEDURE

Engagement
Energy conservation is important because increased atmospheric carbon dioxide from burning fossil

fuels may contribute to global warming (Climate - Human Interactions).  The major energy sources for
electric energy generation are the burning of coal, oil, and natural gas.  Renewable, non-polluting sources
are hydroelectric, windmill, solar, and geothermal; together these produce about ten per cent of the electri-
cal energy used in the U.S.  Your electric bill is based on the total energy in kilowatt-hours (kwh) used
during a one month period.  Energy (watt-hours) = power (watts) x time (hrs).  The cost of operating a 100-
watt light bulb for ten hours or a 1000-watt heater for one hour is the same.

Activity
1. Observe your electric watt-hour meter.  Focus on the rotating disk with a black reference mark.
2. Use the K

h
 value shown on your meter or, if unavailable, use a K

h
 factor of 7.2 watt-hours per

revolution.
3. With the refrigerator off, estimate the time for one revolution of the disk with no other major

appliances on.  (Clocks, “instant on” TVs, etc. will use a small amount of energy.)
4. With the refrigerator on, time one revolution and record the time in the table.
5. Other appliances can also be measured if you make sure to observe the meter while each appli-

ance is on and again when each is off.  The largest power users are air conditioners, electric
water heaters, and electric ranges.

6. Use the following equation as an example to calculate the power for one appliance where 1
revolution takes 26 sec and the K

h
 is 7.2 watt-hr. 

 
(when making your calculations, replace 26 sec

with what you actually measure and use the appropriate K
h
 value):
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Standards & Benchmarks
Science Standard  10,  Grades 3-5  Knows that properties such as length, weight, temperature, and volume can be measured using appropriate tools (e.g., rulers, balances, thermometers, graduated cylinders)Science Standard  11,  Grades K-2  Knows that electricity in circuits can produce light, heat, sound, and magnetic effectsScience Standard  11,  Grades 6-8  Knows that electrical circuits provide a means of transferring electrical energy to produce heat, light, sound, and chemical changesScience Standard  15,  Grades K-2  Knows that tools (e.g., thermometers, magnifiers, rulers, balances) can be used to gather information and extend the sensesScience Standard  15,  Grades 3-5  Uses simple equipment and tools to gather scientific data and extend the senses (e.g., rulers, thermometers, magnifiers, microscopes, calculators) Science Standard  15,  Grades 6-8  Uses appropriate tools (including computer hardware and software) and techniques to gather, analyze, and interpret scientific dataScience Standard  15,  Grades 9-12  Uses technology (e.g., hand tools, measuring instruments, calculators, computers) and mathematics (e.g., measurement, formulas, charts, graphs) to perform accurate scientific investigations and communicationsGeography Standard  8,  Grades 6-8  Knows the potential impact of human activities within a given ecosystem on the carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen cycles (e.g., the role of air pollution in atmospheric warming or the growing of peas and other legumes, which supply their own nitrogen and do noGeography Standard  14,  Grades 6-8  Understands the environmental consequences of people changing the physical environment (e.g., the effects of ozone depletion, climate change, deforestation, land degradation, soil salinization and acidification, ocean pollution, groundwater-quality decline, using natural wetlands for recreational and housing development)Geography Standard  14,  Grades 6-8  Understands the environmental consequences of both the unintended and intended outcomes of major technological changes in human history (e.g., the effects of automobiles using fossil fuels, nuclear power plants creating the problem of nuclear-waste storage, the use of steel-tipped plows or the expansion of agricultural land)Geography Standard  14,  Grades 9-12  Understands the global impacts of human changes in the physical environment (e.g., increases in runoff and sediment, tropical soil degradation, habitat destruction, air pollution; alterations in the hydrologic cycle; increases in world temperatures; groundwater reduction)Geography Standard  16,  Grades 6-8  Knows strategies for wise management and use of renewable, flow, and nonrenewable resources (e.g., wise management of agricultural soils, fossil fuels, and alternative energy sources; community programs for recycling or reusing materials) Geography Standard  18,  Grades 3-5  Knows the ways in which resources can be managed and why it is important to do so (e.g., soil conservation practices, recycling nonrenewable resources)Math Standard  4,  Grades K-2   Understands the concept of time and how it is measured Math Standard  4,  Grades 6-8   Understands the basic concept of rate as a measure (e.g., miles per gallon) Math Standard  4,  Grades 9-12   Solves problems involving rate as a measure (e.g., velocity, acceleration) Math Standard  1,  Grades 6-8   Uses a variety of reasoning processes (e.g., reasoning from a counter example, using proportionality) to model and to solve problemsMath Standard  3,  Grades 6-8   Uses proportional reasoning to solve mathematical and real-world problems (e.g., involving equivalent fractions, equal ratios, constant rate of change, proportions, percents)  
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For the other appliances you may wish to estimate by using a time ratio.  In this example where
K

h
 is 7.2 watt-hr, 26 seconds per revolution indicates a power usage of 1000 watts.

7. Calculate for each appliance measured the hourly cost of operation for the rates shown in the
table below.  For example if you calculate a power usage of 100W in Step 6, then in the “Cost/
hr” column labeled “10” you’d figure: (100 watts)(10 ¢/kwh)(1hr) = 1¢.

Appliance
Time (sec)
for 1 rev. Power (W)

Cost/hr in
cents at
rate/kwh
of:
6 8 10 12

Refrigerator
Elec. range
Air condit.
TV
Other  

Day 1 Day 2 Diff. Cost
Dial readings
(kwh)

8. Record the 6-digit dial reading and repeat at the same time the next day to estimate daily usage.

 Explanation
The electric watt-hour meter is used by the power company to measure the energy used in a given time

period and bill the customer for that consumption.  The meter adds the number of revolutions and converts
that to kwh for the meter reader to record.

EXTENSION
Share the above findings including the cost columns with parents, who may be interested in the results.

Compare your cost estimates with your household’s monthly electricity bills.
Many newer household appliances have literature that estimates their expected power usage and cost.

If available, compare these manufacturer estimates to your results.

SOURCE
San Juan Institute.


